CLion 1.2.2 EAP, build 143.1015
Code: Documentation

Bug

CPP-4554

Structs defined in inline typedefs do not correctly show up in quick
definition.

Usability

CPP-3687

Quick documentation should include template parameters for classes

Bug

CPP-4676

Override Functions... command generates invalid code for functions
with nameless parameters

Bug

CPP-4469

suggest name when implementing function with unnamed arg

Bug

CPP-4922

Missing constexpr after implementing function

Code: Highlighting
and Inspections

Bug

CPP-4962

Length of UTF8 encoded char literal is incorrectly deduced when
assigning to array variable

Code: Navigation

Feature

CPP-3181

Include C/C++ symbols in Search everywhere

Code: Parsing

Bug

CPP-5001

Macro Expansion: 'Expression Expected' In Conditional Expressions

Bug

CPP-5013

Macros from inlined headers are substituted to empty strings if
referencing other macros

Bug

CPP-4972

gcc attribute after constructor signature with member initializer list
incorrectly generates a syntax error.

Code: Generation

Debugger: GDB

Performance CPP-4822

Optimise working with maps

Project Model

Bug

CPP-3793

Project files are saved with Windows-paths, causing 'CMakeLists.txt not
found' when opening on another computer/OS

Bug

CPP-5079

CLion doesn't recognize include_directories when using CMake 3.4

Bug

CPP-5049

Project breaks because the build output directory is "."

Bug

IDEA-140542 Forward navigation to already navigated items (ctrl + alt + right ))
seems to be broken

Bug

IDEA-147590 Mac ctrl-k shortcut in multiselect only operates on last cursor

Bug

IDEA-148225 {@code} and {@literal} Javadoc blocks aren't treated literally by
Ctrl+Q

Find, Replace, Find
Usages

Usability

IDEA-147570 "Find Next Occurrence" command does not remove extra carets

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-137697 Sometimes editor starts scrolling on its own

Bug

IDEA-148145 EditorGutter's extra space appeared

Bug

IDEA-148286 Version Control: "select in git log" action from Annotations should be
disabled for non-git projects or navigate to revisions lists

Bug

IDEA-138583 Version control gets stuck when grouping by client

Editor. Editing Text

Version Control

Performance IDEA-148148 Repeated freezes while editing text
Usability
Version Control. Git

Version Control.
Subversion

IDEA-147618 Let add a Keymap shortcut to open the "Local Changes" tab by a single
action

Performance IDEA-143358 Project leak (Git authenticator)
Usability

IDEA-147758 “Show in Git log” menu item missing in annotate pop-up

Bug

IDEA-145355 Subversion: with 'autoupdate after commit' option switched on,
LocalChanges view is not refreshed after commit

Bug

IDEA-145934 svn commit not working at all

